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Standard Errors of Levine Linear Equating
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The delta method was used to derive standard
errors (SEs) of the Levine observed score and
Levine true score linear equating methods. SEs with
a normality assumption as well as without a nor-
mality assumption were derived. Data from two
forms of a test were used as an example to evalu-
ate the derived SEs of equating. Bootstrap SEs also
were computed for the purpose of comparison.

The SEs derived without the normality assumption
and the bootstrap SEs were very close. For the
skewed score distributions, the SEs derived with the
normality assumption differed from the SEs derived
without the normality assumption and the boot-
strap SEs. Index terms: equating, delta method, linear
equating, score equating, standard errors of equating.

Test form equating requires that a design for data collection be specified and used. In the common-
item-nonequivalent-groups (CING) design, one group of examinees is administered a new test form
and another group of examinees is administered an old, previously equated test form. The two ex-
aminee groups are considered to be drawn from different populations. For example, one group might
be administered the new form on one test date and the other group administered the old form on
another test date. In this design, the alternate test forms have a subset of items in common. These
common items, which are used in the equating process to identify differences between the two groups,
are selected to be representative of the total test in content and statistical specifications. If examinee
scores on the common items contribute to scores on the total test, then the common items are referred
to as internal; otherwise, they are referred to as external.

Test form equating also requires that statistical methodology be specified and used. In linear equat-
ing, the relationship of the old form scores to the new form scores is described by a linear function.
When using the CING design, it is also necessary to be able to estimate group differences on the items
not common between the two forms. Strong statistical assumptions typically are required for this
purpose (Petersen, Kolen, & Hoover, 1989). Levine (1955) developed two commonly used linear equating
methods that are often referred to as the Levine equally reliable method and the Levine unequally
reliable method (Petersen et al., 1989). The major distinction between these two methods is the different
definitions of test score equivalence.

The Levine equally reliable equating method is a linear observed score equating method. In linear
observed score equating, the scores on two forms are defined to be equivalent if their means and
standard deviations (sDs) are the same in some specified population of examinees (Kolen & Brennan,
1987). The equating function is the linear function of the new form score that results in equal means
and SDs of the converted new form score and the old form score in the population of interest.

The function used to relate the new form score to the old form score for the Levine unequally
reliable method is the linear function that when applied to the new form true score makes the means
and SDS of the converted new form true score and the old form true score equal. Although this func-
tion is a relationship between true scores, it is applied to observed scores. The equivalence of
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observed scores achieved by this method is denoted first-order equity (Hanson, 1991). The property
of first-order equity holds for test scores on two forms if, after equating, the expected observed scores
on the two forms are the same for all examinees in the population of interest.

Various authors (including Brennan, 1990; Kolen & Brennan, 1987; Woodruff, 1986, 1989) have
shown that the Levine equally and unequally reliable equating methods can be derived without mak-
ing reliability assumptions. For this reason, and because the major distinction between the two methods
is the type of score equivalence achieved by each method, Levine’s equally reliable equating method
is referred to as Levine’s observed score equating method, and Levine’s unequally reliable equating
method is referred to as Levine’s true score equating method in the present paper, which is consistent
with the terminology introduced by Brennan (1990).

The standard error (SE) of equating is useful for evaluating the precision of equating. A number
of authors have studied SEs of linear equating methods. Lord (1950) presented SEs of linear equat-
ing under a variety of data collection designs, and many of these SES were reported by Angoff (1971).
All of these SEs were derived under the assumption that the score distributions were normal. Braun
& Holland (1982) derived SEs of linear equating without making a restrictive normality assumption
for the randomly equivalent populations equating design. Kolen (1985) derived sEs of Tucker equat-
ing using the delta method. Kolen also compared the SEs derived with a normality assumption to
those derived without a normality assumption. He found that the SEs derived without the normality
assumption were more accurate than those derived with a normality assumption in many situations,
especially when the score distributions were skewed.

In this paper, equations for the large sample SEs of equating are derived for the Levine observed
score (LOS) and Levine true score (LTS) equating methods for both internal and external common
items, and with and without normality assumptions. The SEs derived here quantify the equating er-
ror that is due to examinee sampling. Systematic bias of an equating method in a particular setting
(due, for example, to assumptions made by the method that do not hold) is not reflected in the SEs.

Levine Observed Score and True Score Equating Methods

In the CING design, a sample of examinees from one population (Population 1) is given the new
form of the test and a sample of examinees from another population (Population 2) is given the old
form of the test (the new form is to be equated to the old form). Let the test score of interest (here,
the number of items answered correctly) on the items common to both test forms in Population i

be denoted by the random variable V,. Let random variables G, and H, represent the test scores on
the items unique to the new form and old form of the test, respectively, for Population i. In the non-
equivalent groups design, realizations of the random variables GH ~, Hz, and v are observed.

Let X, and Y, be the scores on the new and old form in Population i that are to be used for equat-
ing. If the common items are internal, then X, = G, + V, and Y, = H, + V,. If the common items
are external, then X, = G, and Y, = H,.

To define a linear equating function in the CING design, in which the new and old test forms are
administered to samples from different populations, the concept of a synthetic population is

introduced. The synthetic population is conceived as containing two strata, Population 1 and Popu-
lation 2, that are proportionally weighted by w, and w2, where w, + wz = 1 and w&dquo; w2 ? 0. Detailed
discussions of the synthetic population can be found in Braun & Holland (1982) and Kolen & Brennan

(1987). Here, random variables in the synthetic population will be denoted with an s subscript. For
example, if P(X, = x) and P(X2 = x) are the probabilities that the score to be equated equals x (X,
and Xz are discrete random variables) in Populations 1 and 2, respectively, then the probability that
the score to be equated equals x in the synthetic population is given by
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In subsequent sections the mean and variance of a random variable (say Z) are denoted J.1(Z) and
02(Z), respectively, with a(Z ) w [02(Z)]II2. The covariance of two random variables (say Z and W)
is denoted a(Z, W).

Levine Observed Score Method

The linear equating function estimated by the LOS equating method as a function of the new form
score x is

where by the definition of X, and Y,

Because G was not observed for any examinees in Population 2 and H was not observed for any
examinees from Population 1, estimates of ~,(XZ), J.l(YI), o~-YJ, and 02( Y,) are not directly avail-
able to use in Equations 3-6. Consequently, assumptions are needed to obtain estimates of the slope
and intercept of the equating function in Equation 2. There are several forms of the Los equating
function that vary in regard to the assumptions used (Petersen et al., 1989). Here, the focus is on
the most commonly used form of the Los (and LTS) equating functions. This form of the LOS
equating function can be derived by assuming that the test scores in the CING design follow a
classical congeneric model (Angoff, 1953; Brennan, 1990; Feldt, 1975; Feldt & Brennan, 1989;
Woodruff, 1986).

Under the classical congeneric model, the test scores-G, H, and V-are given as (Woodruff, 1986):

and

for i = 1, 2, where it is assumed
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The variable T, is the true score random variable in population i. The random variables E~,, E~,, and
Ey are error random variables that are assumed to be uncorrelated with each other and uncorrelated
with the true score random variables in all populations.

Woodruff (1986) showed that under the classical congeneric model ~,(XZ), ~,(Y,), a2(X2), and a2(Y¡)
can be written as

where

if the common items are internal (X, = G, + V, and Y, = H, + V, ), and

if the common items are external (X, = G, and Y, = H,).
Substituting the expressions for Jl(X2), Jl(Y1), a2(X2), and a2(YJ from Equations 14-17 into Equa-

tions 3-6 gives

Substituting the expressions for the synthetic population moments in Equations 22-25 into Equation
2 gives the equating function for the LOS method in terms of moments of observed random vari-
ables. Estimates of these observed score moments are used in Equation 2 to produce an estimated
equating function.
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Levine 1~-ue Score Method

The linear equating function estimated by the LTS equating method as a function of the new form
score x is

where X, and Y, are the true score random variables corresponding to the observed score random
variables X, and Y,, respectively. The LTS equating function can, like the Los equating function, be
derived by assuming that the test scores G, H, and V follow a classical congeneric model.

Because f.1(X.) = f.1(XJ and f.1(Ys) = p(Y~), the estimates for f.1(X.} and f.1(Ys) obtained from Equa-
tions 22 and 23 can be used for estimates of ~,(XS) and f.1(Ys), respectively. Brennan (1990) showed
that under the classical congeneric model cr2(Xs) and a2(YS) can be written as

where V is the true score random variable corresponding to the observed random variable V&dquo; and
y, and y2 are given by Equations 18 and 19 when the common items are internal or by Equations
20 and 21 when the common items are external. Substituting expressions for a 2( ;~) and az(YS) from
Equations 27 and 28 and expressions for u(XJ and ¡.t(Ys) from Equations 22 and 23 into Equation
26 gives the LTS equating function as

For the LTS equating method, the equating function does not involve WI and w2. The equating func-
tion for the LOS method (substituting Equations 22-25 into Equation 2) is a more complicated
expression that involves WI and w~.

Large Sample Standard Errors

From Equations 2 through 29 it can be seen that for both the LOS and LTS methods, the linear
function of the new form score x involves 10 moments&horbar;u(X,), ~,(V, ), OZ(X1), a2(l~), a(X&dquo; ~), IJ(Y2),
~,(li), o~(l~), OZ(Jt;), and o(Yz, Ji). All 10 moments have directly estimable sampling variances and
covariances. Kendall & Stuart (1977) described a general method, often called the delta method, for
approximating the sampling variance of a function of random variables. The delta method is derived
from the first-order Taylor expansion. A number of authors have used the delta method to derive
SEs of equating under a variety of different data collection designs (e.g., Braun & Holland, 1982;
Kolen, 1985; Lord, 1950).

For the delta method, let 01, 0~, ..., 810 represent the 10 moments, ~(X,), ~,(V, ), o~(Xi), a2(V,),
a(X&dquo; ~), u()~), IJ(Ji), a2(Y~), OZ(Jt;), and o(Yz, Ji), respectively, and let their estimates be #1, 6z, ...,

6,~,. Define l(x) as the estimate of the linear equating function l(x) for either the LOS or LTS methods
using #1 , 6Z, ... , 6)o in place of 8,, 6z, .... 6,0. Then, according to the delta method described by
Kendall & Stuart (1977), the sampling variance of 1(x) can be expressed approximately as
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Because the two samples used in the equating function are independently drawn from Populations
1 and 2, the sampling covariances involving moments from different samples are 0. Thus, Equation
30 can be rewritten as

The SE of equating is the square root of a2[Rx)]. To compute a2[Rx)] using Equation 31 requires
obtaining the 10 first partial derivatives with respect to each of the 10 moments, the sampling vari-
ances of the 10 moments, and the 20 unique nonzero covariances of the 10 moments. The first partial
derivatives of l(x) with respect to each of the 10 moments used in l(x) are listed in Tables 1 through
4 for the ws method [internal (Table 1) and external (Table 2) common items] and for the LTS method
[internal (Table 3) and external (Table 4) common items]. The notation used in Tables 1 through 4
is the same as that previously defined. The variances and covariances used in Equation 31 are given
in Kolen (1985, Table 2, p. 215) and Zeng (1993, Table 1).
A formula for computing a2[lx)] for the Levine methods can be obtained by substituting the partial

derivatives from Tables 1 through 4 and the variances and covariances from the &dquo;general&dquo; column
in Kolen’s Table 2 into Equation 31. { The &dquo;normal&dquo; column of Kolen’s Table 2 is used to obtain
the formula for computing 02[lx)] under the normality assumption.) Note that the expressions are
presented in terms of population parameters. In actual computations, the sample estimates of the
parameters are substituted in the formulas. The method of computing the SE of equating for the
Levine methods described here is basically the same as the method described in Kolen (1985) for the
Tucker equating method, but the first partial derivatives differ.

Example

The SEs of Los and LTS equating for internal common items were computed for data from two
forms of a 125-item multiple-choice test. The new form, designated as Form X, was administered
to 773 examinees sampled from Population 1; the old form, designated as Form Y, was administered
to 795 examinees sampled from Population 2. The two forms contained a common set of 30 items,
referred to as V. The scores on V contributed to the total scores of both forms. The two forms were
administered one year apart. The data used in this example also were used in Kolen (1985) for com-
puting the SES of Tucker equating.

Univariate and bivariate moments for these data are listed in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. For Score
X, the population skewness was defined as

and the population kurtosis as

(S and K for Scores Y and V were defined analogously). For Scores X and V,

(a,, for Scores Y and V was defined analogously).
The means of the number-correct scores indicated that the average examinee correctly answered

approximately 7507o of the total items. The score distributions for both forms were considerably skewed,
and the distributions were more peaked than a normal distribution.

Tables 5 and 6 give the statistics needed for computing the SES of equating using Equation 31
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Table 1
Partial Derivatives of LOS Equating With Internal Common Items

for Los equating and LTS equating. The computed SES, with w, = 1 and w2 = 0, are given in Table
7. For comparison, bootstrap SEs also were computed and are presented in Table 7. The bootstrap
(Efron, 1982) is a nonparametric method of computing SEs. To compute the bootstrap estimates of
SES, data were simulated from the observed distributions of equating item and nonequating item
scores. For the results reported in Table 7, 20,000 bootstrap replications were used. The procedure
described by Kolen (1985) was followed to compute the bootstrap SEs.
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Table 2, continued
Partial Derivatives of LOS Equating With External Common Items

Consider a Form X score of 80 (see the first column of Table 7). Based on Los equating, this score
has a Form Y LOS equivalent of 84.6, and the SE of this equivalent is .526 under the normality as-
sumption, .582 without this assumption, and .582 using the bootstrap method. A ±1 1 sE band for
the Form Y equivalent of a Form X score of 80 is 84.6 ±.582 for the SEs derived without the nor-
mality assumption.

Based on LTS equating, the Form Y equivalent for this score is 84.3, and the SE of this equivalent
is .501 under the normality assumption, .566 without the normality assumption, and .564 using the
bootstrap. A + 1 sE band for the LTS Form Y equivalent is 84.3 ±.566 for the SEs derived without
the normality assumption.

To compute the SE of LTS equating at X = 80 without the normality assumption, as reported in
Table 7, each of the 30 terms in the summations in Equation 31 must be computed and all the terms
summed. For example, using results from Table 3 and Kolen’s (1985) Table 2 the first term of the
second summation of Equation 31 can be written as

where n, is the sample size for the group taking the new form. Substituting estimates of the moments
in Equation 35 from Tables 5 and 6 gives

Other terms in the sums given in Equation 31 are computed in an analogous manner. These terms
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Table 3
Partial Derivatives of LTS Equating With Internal Common Items

are summed to produce the result reported in Table 7 of .566 (the SE of the Form Y equivalent based
on LTS equating without the normality assumption).

Table 7 shows that the SEs are smallest near the mean and become larger farther away from the
mean. The SEs derived without the normality assumption were very close to the bootstrap SEs for
both equating methods. The SEs derived with the normality assumption tended to overestimate the
SEs of equating for scores above the mean and underestimate them at scores below the mean, relative
to the bootstrap SEs and the SEs derived without the normality assumption. This bias in the SEs de-
rived with the normality assumption relative to the other two methods may be the result of the non-
normality (especially negative skewness) of the score distributions of Forms X and Y in the example.

Discussion

For the skewed score distributions, the SEs derived with the normality assumption differed from
those derived without the normality assumption and the bootstrap sEs. This suggests that the
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